
� be of your head and top 
of your shoulders, close up,
so that the head takes up
most of the photograph 

� be of good quality and
printed on good quality
paper

� be of high resolution 
(not pixelated)

✔

SIZE

M
in

 3
2m

m
M

ax
 3

6m
m

� be between 35mm and
40mm in width, and
between 45mm and 
50mm in height

� be in sharp focus and clear
� be no more than six

months old
35mm

45m
m

� be of good quality colour
showing your skin tones
naturally and with no 
ink marks or creases 
on the image

Picture quality and composition

✗ ✔✗

✔✗

The photo must:

✗ ✗

✔✗ ✗

blurred

unnatural skin tones ink marked/creased

washed out colour pixelated

� have appropriate
brightness and contrast.

✔✗ ✗
too dark too light

too far away too close



� show your head 
straight-on to the 
camera, not tilted 
to the side, up or 
down.

� show your eyes 
clearly, not blinking 
and without hair 
covering any part 
of them.

Photographic style The photo must:

� show your eyes fully 
open and clearly through
glasses— if you wear them.

� be colour, not black 
and white or sepia tone

✔✗ ✗

✗ ✗

✗ ✗

✔✗ ✔

black and white sepia tone

head tilted up head tilted downhead tilted to the side

eyes closed hair covering eyes

eyes not fully open

✔

� show your shoulders 
square on and your 
head upright (not 
portrait style, looking 
over one shoulder) 

✔✗ ✗
portrait style portrait style

✗✗



� if possible, avoid heavy
glasses frames (wear
lighter framed glasses 
if you have them).

� the frames of your 
glasses must not cover 
any part of your eyes.

� not show any flash
reflection off the glasses

� not show you with 
dark tinted lenses.

� show you without 
any hat or other 
head covering

� if you wear a head
covering for religious
reasons, we will accept 
a photograph of you
wearing a head covering,
however:
� your facial features

from bottom of chin
to top of forehead
must be clearly shown,
and

� the head covering
must not cast a
shadow across your
face.

Head coverings and glasses The photo must:

✔✗ ✗

✔✗ ✗

✔✗ ✔

✔✗ ✗

✔✗ ✗

wearing a hat wearing a hat

face covered shadows across face

shadows across face

dark tinted lenses flash reflection on lenses

frames too heavy frames covering eyes



Lighting, shadows and backgrounds The photo must:

✔✗ ✗

� be taken with 
uniform lighting

� have no shadows
across the face

� not be taken too close
to a wall or screen so
that there are shadows
behind the head

� not be taken too close
to a wall or screen so
that there are shadows
behind the head

� not show strong flash
reflections off the skin
or eyes (no redeye) 

✔✗

✔✗ ✗

✔✗ ✗

shadow behind head shadow across face

shadows across face

shadows behind ears shadow behind head

flash reflection on skin redeye

✗
shadows across face

� have a plain light-coloured
background.

� show your face in the
centre of the image

✔✗ ✗
busy background not centred



✗ ✔

✗ ✔

✔✗ ✗

� show the child’s face
clearly (with no hair 
over the eyes or face).

� show the child with a
neutral expression (not
laughing or frowning).

� show the child looking 
straight at the camera.

� have appropriate
brightness and contrast
and show the child’s skin 
tones naturally 

� show the child looking 
straight at the camera 
with the mouth closed 

� show your shoulders
square on (not portrait
style, looking over one
shoulder) 

✗

✗

hair across eyes expression not neutral

portrait stylemouth open

looking away skin tones not natural

Expression 

Children

The photo must:

� be taken with a 
neutral expression 
(not laughing or
frowning).

� show your mouth
closed.

� show you looking
directly at the 
camera.

✔✗ ✗
mouth open expression not neutral

✔✗
looking away



✔✔

✔

✗

✗ ✗

� be close up
� show all of the child’s

head and top of the
shoulders

Children The photo must:

� show only the child—
without parents hands,
siblings or the back of the
chair in the background 

� show the child with a 
plain light-coloured
background.

✗
shows another person shows chair backshows parent’s hand

✔✔✗

� show the child’s face
clearly, without toys 
next to the face, or
dummies/pacifiers 
in the mouth.

child’s toy too closeshows dummy

✗ ✔

� have appropriate
brightness and contrast.

✗
too lighttoo dark

shadows behind headdark patterned background

too far away too close

✗ ✗✗

✗✗ ✗✗

✗✗




